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Admiral Peary at the “North Pole”.

The North Pole is a virtual point of
dynamical significance to the Earth.
There isn’t anything there! Peary
may not have even really been there.

But he was close, and he planted a
flag on a random mound of snow. In
the eyes of this expedition, that
mound of snow signified
accomplishment and success.

Our efforts in space should not be
biased to venues that are “mounds of
snow”. In particular, with regard to
the importance of Lagrange points,
rocks and gravity need not define
exploration for us.
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Building community consensus - looking backward

What is the relevance of the lunar surface (or even LEO) to astronomy?

What is the relationship of plans for human spaceflight to astronomy?

How does the new space transportation architecture bear on astronomy?

NAC 2005 Lunar Exploration Science Workshop (Tempe, ASC)
STScI 2006 “Astrophysics Enabled by the Return to the Moon” conference
NRC 2007 “Scientific Context for Exploration of the Moon”
NRC 2009 “Science Opportunities Enabled in NASA’s Constellation System”

“Destinations should derive from goals”
     Review of U.S. Human Space Flight Plans Committee
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Building community consensus - looking forward

Evolution of thinking with regard to 
optimal venues for space astronomy.

Astronomy community has not attacked these questions formally.
Astro2010?

Lunar Exploration and Analysis Group (LEAG) has (though briefly). This is
a group that used to think that ALL astronomy belonged on the Moon.

Also, briefing to Augustine panel last month.

The obstacle here is as much POLICY as TECHNOLOGY.
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LEAG establishes roadmap team 
and assigns objective leads

Jim Spann for Goal 1C - Use Moon as platform for science

Lead identifies investigation leads
Dan Lester (Astrophysics), Peter Mouginis-Mark (Earth), Jim Spann (Heliophysics)

Community input
sought
•Lunar Tempe Mtg
•Web input
•Moon Report
•Lunar Science Wksp
•Astrophysics Wksp

Investigations priority
recommendation

established/validated by
community

NAC
subcommitteesInput to LEAG roadmap

Identification of potential investigations

NAC requests Moon
roadmap from LEAG
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Space astronomy, big telescopes, and exploration

Space telescopes have provided us with astonishing insights into our
universe. Looking out into the cosmos, we discover things about ourselves
which, in in essence, is the root of exploration.

           To do this, we need BIG telescopes. That’s inescapable.
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Servicing & maintenance are enabling for astronomy

Enabling our available telescopes to harness cutting edge detector
technology give orders of magnitude improvement in capability. We do this
routinely in ground-based telescopes, and we’ve seen this in HST!

      Why throw away a perfectly good telescope to do great things??

           Hendy’s Law (Moore’s Law)                                          Richard’s Law (infrared)
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Genesis of the lunar astronomy vision

“So many factors favor the Moon as a site for future large-scale space
astronomy that planning an observatory there deserves the closest
attention in the years ahead.”

William Tifft, Steward Observatory
Aeronautics and Astronautics December 1966

What the world was like in 1966 ...

 Big telescope:  Palomar 5m (1” seeing)
 Sensors:  photo emulsions , photomultipliers
 Space travel posture:  post-Gemini, pre- Apollo
 Space astronomy: OAO-2 (point/track 1’/1”)

            and also …

       we were actively headed
                                      to the Moon

OAO-2

Hale 5m
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Advantages of the Moon for astronomy  c.1966

• Vacuum (compared to Earth)
multiwavelength observations possible
no atmospheric blurring, diffraction-limited performance

• Radiation isolation
little radiation damage to sensitive emulsions

• Stable surface (compared to free space)
proven tracking technologies (no “wazzling around”)

• Thermal control
long diurnal cycle & cold lunar polar craters

• Accessibility
service, maintenance assured -- people would be there!

This vision was smart, at the time, both scientifically and technologically!
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Lunar telescopes were a bold answer for astronomy - for everything!

Innovative and creative optical, mechanical, thermal, and civil
engineering. They could be built!
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One goal for lunar astronomy is especially exciting

Absorption from 21 cm HI in front of CMB
continuum. “See” the “Dark Ages”!
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Getting away from the noise

The lunar farside is likely to be an extraordinarily quiet place.
The LEAG roadmap has identified this kind of telescope as the
most enabling observatory for lunar emplacement. Far term …

10mK cosmological signal on redshifted HI corresponds to a flux density
of ~2 µJy. A typical cell phone on Earth as seen from Moon is 200 Jy!
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There remain some serious problems for everything else

scattered light by naked
eye from lunar orbit

scattered light by primitive
TV camera

Gene Cernan
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Is lunar dust a risk for astronomical optics?

• For ops-driven dust … almost certainly.

• For naturally levitated dust … don’t know yet.
     Lessons from LADEE?

Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer

Lessons from lunar
retroreflectors are not clear.
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But aside from being a quiet place … ?

The Moon used to be seen as the ONLY venue that could offer

• a stable surface for precision pointing/
  tracking of astronomical telescopes.

• a place where telescopes could
   be serviced
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But then something changed …

… and, as a result of that change, the astronomical community
understood that free-space could meet needs for telescopes,

offering the same advantages as the lunar surface.
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HST marked technology leap showing potential of free-space

• demonstrated precise pointing and tracking (0.003”)

• demonstrated wide-field diffraction-limited performance

• demonstrated precision thermal control in a difficult environment

• demonstrated high observational efficiency

• demonstrated survivability in a space environment

and, in particular

• demonstrated accessibility for servicing and maintenance

   Achieved space performance with ground-based reconfigurability.
           Multiplication of performance with new instruments.

         All this with what is now 25 year old technology …
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What astronomy needs

• Precise alignment: thermal stability, low flexure
• Precision acquisition and tracking
• Large field of regard - nothing sets
• Low natural background - dark sky
• Large baselines and collecting areas
• Low scatter optical surfaces
• Assured communications and power
• Upgrade/repair opportunities

Astronomical needs for siting pertain to established science priorities.

In general, the Moon offers few of these, compared to ideal places in
free-space. The Moon used to be seen as generally valuable for astronomy.
It is no longer.   We weren’t wrong then, but times have changed.
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Advantages of free-space for telescopes

• Vacuum operation, panchromatic
• Zero-g environment; mass advantage
• Contamination free
• Low torque environment
• Low latency for Earth orbits

and, in particular, for Earth-Sun L1 and L2

• Extraordinary thermal stability
• Very low temps possible w/shields
• Extraordinarily low torques
• Continuous communications link
• Continuous solar power

Not a big surprise - in the deployment
roadmap for future space telescopes, Earth-

Sun Lagrange points are prime ops sites!

WMAP

JWST
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The interplanetary superhighway &  space astronomy

• Earth-Sun L1 & L2 are prime ops sites
   (but kind of far away for humans …)

• Earth-Moon L1 & L2 are “on the way” to the Moon
   (but not optimal for astronomy …)
       But its EASY to travel between them! ΔV ~ 20-50 meters/sec !!

“Ops site” versus “job site”. People only need to go to the latter.

           Earth-Moon L1 as a key element in future space exploration
           was developed in detail by the Decadal Planning Team (c.2000).
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Notional EM L1 servicing mission - one clear path
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The bottom line …

As an engineering problem, creativity and innovation can assure us lunar
telescopes can be deployed/built/maintained/serviced/set up.

We can build big telescopes on the Moon!
The lunar surface is a vastly better place for telescopes than the surface of
the Earth, but compared with free-space, is no longer as compelling.

Not at all clear that we should build big telescopes on the Moon!
(though there are some niche exceptions … e.g. far side radio)

Building them for free space gives them more capability, and offers
opportunities for servicing like we’ve already shown with HST.

Earth-Sun L2 generally offers more for big telescopes than the Moon.
Not easy to get people to, but that’s not a problem! Work at EM L1 to build &
service big telescopes. Perhaps GEO and LEO can offer value as well?
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Exploration and astronomy - a new vision

Exploration architecture - CEV, etc. can enhance free space as an
astronomy-enabling place!  Build upon demonstrated HST experience.

Construction, maintenance of BIG telescopes. One picture is access at
Earth-Moon L1 job-site as part of our human space flight program, ops-
site at Earth-Sun L2.
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Heavy-lift, large volume options for
lofting BIG, DEPLOYED (~8-10m)

or UNDEPLOYED (>20m?)
telescopes.

25mt, 300m3

to LEO
125mt, 860m3

to LEO

10m diam
 shroud
baseline

HST

Heavy-lift is enabling for big telescopes

Not human spaceflight specific, 
but part of the Constellation

architecture. Major advantages 
in lofting flagship-class telescopes.

Heavy-lift offers
important advantages
to astronomy, but not

scalable ones.

Telescope scalability means construction
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Build/service/maintain big things in space  … we already do this
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Policy steps forward  (Augustine Commission, Astro2010)

• Take seriously opportunities for science in free-space from new STA.
   Make that system versatile, and involve the science community!

• Build on, rather than abandon, our hard-won expertise in space servicing
   and construction. It’s something we’re really good at, at least in LEO.

• Make a credible assessment of the relative importance of astronauts
   and telerobotics for these purposes. Consider capabilities of others.

• Recognize that astronaut efforts in the service of space science
   (e.g. HST) serve broad goals unique to human space flight.

• Acknowledge that the Moon is but one of many enabling destinations
   for astronauts, some of which have neither rocks nor gravity. Are
   Lagrange points or GEO really lesser destinations for “exploration”?
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Lunar Exploration Roadmap (V1) 7/09

“The lunar surface offers some enabling opportunities for astrophysical
investigations. Certain applications derive special benefit from lunar surface
basing. In general, for telescopes that require frequent oversight,
maintenance, and hands-on attention, having such telescopes at an occupied
site could be advantageous. But for telescopes that can be largely tele-
operated, requiring infrequent repair and or servicing, free space is probably a
more friendly place, with regard to thermal equilibrium, power availability, and
cleanliness. The lunar surface offers, however, a large platform, a large mass
that can be used for shielding, and surface materials that can be used for
construction, whether refined or not.”

Where we are now is that the lunar surface community formally acknowledges
that free space is the right place for most space telescopes, but that the Moon
offers some niche advantages. The astronomy community has yet to offer the
NAC a parallel statement that acknowledges the value of servicing. The lunar
community may be a step ahead. Astro2010?


